INTRODUCTION
The Day Centre “Duok ranką” (Engl. “Give a hand”) (hereinafter the Centre) operating under the
public organization “Save the Children Lithuania” introduces a publication of social programs based on which the
work with children groups is being organized within the Centre. The publication describes the following six social
programs:
1. “Trips turned into a nightmare“  practical group sessions devoted to the prevention of human
trafficking;
2. Training on the subject of the child and human rights;
3. Vocational guidance and information program;
4. Social immunity program;
5. Self-knowledge program;
6. Social skills development program.
The social programs comprise a complex of theoretical lectures and practical sessions (games,
discussions, other methods) aimed at helping the children to develop their social and living skills, self-

knowledge and enhance their self-esteem and at achieving other purposes.
Several remarks and proposals on how to work with a group of children:
Help to the instructor.
Wherever possible, try to involve another person who would help you to conduct the session. Speaking
of practical implications, this option facilitates the control over the group activities and ensures better response to
the children’s questions. Furthermore, the availability of two instructors provides more flexibility in terms of
alternating the session tempo and rhythm and hence maintaining the involvement of session participants. Two
instructors may assist each other should the session course deviate from the plan; moreover, two opinions in
evaluating the session itself and all the key aspects thereof is always better than just a one-sided judgement.
Observe the time-limits.
Draft a session plan with utmost precision and try to avoid situations when too many subjects and
sessions fall within a short period of time. If you realize that a session or a game is getting too prolonged, try to
shorten and finish it, so that there should be left some extra time for discussion. Or alternatively, if you see that the
session has come to an end earlier than expected, try not to pull out the discussion – better announce a break,
engage the children in an active game or just propose them to have some physical exercises which will help to
regain their active involvement in the session.
Try to create a favourable psychological microclimate.
During the session, the children should experience joy over acquiring new knowledge, discovering new
things and cooperating with each other. Treat the children with openness, kindness, good-disposition and
friendliness. Do not use slang or terms that are too difficult for the children to understand.
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It is vital that the instructor himself/herself should behave in a way which testifies respect for the child
and human rights. Children are apt to assimilate the information provided during the session more quickly if the
instructor himself/herself shows an example of positive and proper conduct.
Discuss and establish the rules of group work.
It is very important that the children involved in the session should understand the session rules. For
instance, each participant should share his/her responsibility for the session course, be listened to and take an active
part in the session. No one should feel being forced to say the things he/she does not accept. The rules must be
discussed at the beginning of the first session.
It is recommended that during the first session the instructor should introduce to the children the
mission and the purpose of the program, describe in brief to them what they will find out and be doing during the
program course and remind them of the rules to be observed during the group work.
Give concrete and clear instructions.
Always make sure that each participant of the session clearly understands the instruction on how to
fulfil one or another task or the rules of the game and the roles assigned. The easiest way to do it is just to ask the
children whether they have any questions and write down their questions on the writing board or a large sheet of
paper. Be not afraid of questions – they are very important and useful and help to detect and clarify any
uncertainties.
Analysis and evaluation.
Give the kids enough time to finish the game and, if necessary, to step out of the role before proceeding
to the discussion. Finalize each session by discussing with the group members about what they have learnt, how
they could apply the things they have learnt in real life and how these things are related to reality, the country and
the world. The discussion of the task or game may be guided by the following questions:
1. What happened during the game or session and how did the participants feel about it?
2. What did they find out about themselves?
3. What did they learn on the issue the task was devoted to?
4. How will the children be able to apply the acquired knowledge in their own life?
“Dangerous” situations.
It may happen that the session will deviate from the envisaged planned course. Therefore, the instructor
should be able to handle such contingency situations in a prompt and proper manner.
Time
Sometimes the participants get so much involved in the task or game that no time is left for any further
tasks or games. In such case, the task/game should be stopped or the participants warned that the session/game will
end, for instance, in 5 minutes.
Tiredness/lack of attention on the part of participants
If you notice that the participants look tired or are losing their focus, you may offer them to have a
short break, play a jolly game or have some physical exercises.
Encourage children not to be afraid to express the opposite meaning
The ability to express the opinion that is opposite to the one maintained by the majority is a very
important skill. However, when working with children we realize that this skill is very scarce – the kids are apt to
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criticize and sneer down each other. Therefore, it is important that the rule on respectful treatment of each other
should be discussed prior to starting the session. Children should be explained that it is not necessary to accept the
opinion of other persons but saying such phrases as “You fool, don’t’ you understand….” or similar degrading
words is totally wrong. The children should know that the right words to say in such situations would be “I don’t
agree with you because I think that…”, etc. The children must be explained that:


The response to somebody’s speech should start from a positive statement (e.g., “Your point is
really interesting ...“; “I think you are partially right ...”; “Interesting remarks ...”, etc.).



It is necessary to treat each other with respect and avoid any hurtful and degrading words.



It is necessary to make the children understand that we should not criticize the opponents
personality but his/her opinion and that criticism must be always reasoned and substantiated.



The person must be able to substantiate and reason his/her opinion.



The one who expresses his/her opinion must give account to his/her words, i.e. express the
opinion using such phrases as “In my opinion“, “I think”, “I believe”, etc.

Learn together with the children to hear the opinion of others and refrain from immediate criticism. It
is important that the children should understand the point the speaker wants to convey and that they must first think
for a while before accepting or rejecting it.
Respectful treatment, as one of the basic rules, should be included into the general list of group work
rules.
Resistance on the part of participants
It is never easy to conduct sessions and games and moderate discussions because you can hardly expect
that even the most interesting conversation or game will satisfy the absolute majority of group members. The
resistance on the part of children to get involved in the session, certain task or game may manifest itself in
numerous forms. The child may keep talking with the neighbour, ignore the instructor’s words, etc. The child may
also keep interfering with the instructor’s speech, make jokes or play up. Sometimes some children may say to their
instructor: “You have already grown up and no longer understand us”, “Why do we keep talking all the time – let’s
play instead”, etc. The instructor should try to keep the control and not let any participant interrupt the session or
make it chaotic. Therefore, it is necessary to do the following:


Keep an eye on the participants’ emotions, experiences and behaviour determined by a certain
task or game.



Help each child to understand that the session, game or tasks should not be taken as a kind of
enforcement to say or share something very personal against the will of the child.



Pay much attention to introductory games, i.e. “warming-up” before the game which is
supposed to help the children to relax and get involved in the session. Proper completion of
the session is also important.



Strong focus should be also put on the completion of the session and the subsequent
discussion so that each participant could have a word and could feel being heard, listened to
and that his/her opinion counts.

Of course, each difficult situation must be handled in an individual way depending on its specifics,
however, the instructor should always keep in mind throughout the entire course of the session that any arising
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problems first should be brought out into the open and discussed within the group. Try not to allow any participant
to involve you in a prolonged discussion or dispute.
The publication is financed by the World Childhood Foundation founded by Queen Silvia of Sweden.
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Introduction of practical group sessions
“Trips turned out into a nightmare”
Every person has the right to be protected against disrespectful, aggressive and brutal treatment and the right to live
in a safe environment. Article 11 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child protects the child
against his/her illicit transfer and non-return of children abroad; Article 19 provides that the child must be protected
“from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or
exploitation, including sexual abuse (...)”1. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims that "no one

shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms”2, “no
one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”3. Based on the
United Nations data, trafficking in children and adult persons, unfortunately, appears to be one of the most burning
and painful problems faced by today’s world. According to the available statistic data, the number of human trade
victims each year ranges from 600 thou to 800 thou persons, 80% whereof are women and girls and about 50% 
preteens. The problem of human trafficking has inflicted Lithuania, too; furthermore, in terms of the problem
extent, our country, compared to the neighbouring Baltic States, is in a much worse situation. Based on the Europol
data, each year about 1000 women and girls are transferred to other foreign countries, generally to West Europe,
mostly for the purpose of sexual exploitation.
Having regard to high relevance of the problem, the public organization “Save the Children
Lithuania” in cooperation with the Swedish-Lithuanian community of Kristianstad has issued the book “Trips
turned into a nightmare” attached to the present publication. The book is devoted to the issue of human trafficking
and narrates true stories of 9 girls from Romania who became the victims of human trade and had the courage to
share their sad experience. The organization “Save the Children Lithuania” has also prepared a description of
practical group sessions corresponding to different parts of the aforementioned book and intended for the work with
children in discussing the phenomenon of human trafficking. We hope that these sessions will help to have a more
comprehensive analysis of the book, bring sense to the girls’ stories as well as help children to have a deeper
insight into the phenomenon of human trafficking and receive information they might in order to be able to protect
themselves.
Each session is divided into three parts – the introductory game, the substantive/basic part of the
session and the closing game. The introductory and closing games are of an advisable nature, therefore, if needed
or desired, the session instructor may replace them by any other games. The sessions are intended for children of
senior age (13-17 years old).

1

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Part I, Article 19//Official gazette,1995, No. 60-1501
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 4// Official gazette, 2006-06-17, No. 68-2497
3
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 5
2
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DESCRIPTION OF PRACTICAL GROUP SESSIONS
Session 1. “What is human trafficking and how do people fall into its trap?”
Purpose: familiarize the kids with the phenomenon of human trafficking and its reasons.
Tools: the book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the
discussion on the above-mentioned subject shall be the section “Why did it happen?“), a sheet with the task “Why a
victim?“ (Supplement 1. Why a victim?) (one for each group), a sheet “Why a victim?” for the instructor
(Supplement 2. Why a victim? (The instructor’s sheet) (preferably to have the sheet printed or rewritten on a sheet
of larger format so that it could be shown to the audience), a large format paper sheet/writing board with the task
“Reasons why you can become a victim of human trafficking” (Supplement 3. Reasons why you may become a
victim of human trafficking) (one for each group), writing, drawing and colouring utensils, white paper sheets.

Session plan:
1. Long trip
The instructor hands out to each child a sheet of paper. The children are asked to imagine that they
are invited to join together with their family an expeditionary trip to Alaska. During the trip they will be supplied
with all the necessary things, i.e. food, water, medicaments, tents, sleeping bags and pots. The task for the session
participants is to think of any extra things (up to 10 items) they would like to have during the trip and put them
down on the sheet of paper.
While the kids are working on the task, the instructor shall split them into small groups and ask the
children to discuss the extra items they have selected within those small groups. After a short discussion, the
instructor shall invite the kids to come together again and discuss the following:


Are there any items which have been selected by all or at least several kids within the
respective group? What type of items are these?



Why is it important to take with you when going on a trip the things which are really
necessary? What happens to those who fail to take with them those necessary items?



Did the kids think only about themselves or also about other members of their family while
selecting the items? Why?



What are the basic things to be taken into account each time you set out on a trip? Why?

2. Dangerous trips
After the game, the instructor asks the children whether they are fond of travelling? What kind of
trips can there be  long, short, joyful, etc.? What feelings do the kids experience while travelling? Can there be
unpleasant, miserable trips? What type of trips are these?
After the children have exchanged their ideas, the instructor invites them to meet the nine girls who
wish to share their stories about the trips they happened to have. Unfortunately, these trips were neither joyful nor
interesting. The girls with whom the children will get acquainted wish to narrate their stories of trips that turned
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into a nightmare and want to warn others not to get into a similar situation. Why did it happen that the trips turned
into a nightmare? The girls were sold and became the victims of human trafficking.
The instructor asks the children whether they have heard anything about human trafficking? What
thoughts, feelings and images do these words elicit in them? The instructor writes down their ideas on a large sheet
of paper/writing board. After the kids have expressed their ideas, the instructor asks whether the kids have heard
that human trafficking may have different forms? Do they know what forms human trafficking may acquire? The
children again share their ideas and the instructor puts them down on a sheet of paper/writing board. After the
children have shared their ideas, the instructor summarizes and, if appropriate, supplements them (for instance, if
the kids have failed to list all possible forms of human trafficking).
Within the context of the United Nations protocol, “trafficking in persons” means the recruitment,
transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons by means of the threat of use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability for the purpose
of exploitation.
Trafficking in persons may have the following forms:


Prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation



Forced/bonded labour and services



Slavery or practice similar to slavery



Removal of organs

In addition, the following forms could be also identified:


Forced marriage



Household exploitation



Industrial and agricultural exploitation



Childbirth

The instructor discusses the subject with the children going briefly through each item, asks whether
they understand the listed forms of human trafficking, supplements their ideas and, if necessary, explains.
Afterwards they discuss the following issues:


What forms of trafficking in persons, as seen by the children, are most specific to Lithuania?
Why?



Is it important to talk about all forms of human trafficking? Or are these just occasional cases
not worth talking about? Maybe it happens only in feature films? Can these situations occur
in real life? (for instance, the cases when persons are sold to work in agriculture, kidnapped
for childbirth or removal of organs, etc.)?

Then the instructor asks the children about the reasons why people fall into the trap of human
trafficking. The children’s ideas are written down on a large sheet of paper/writing board.
The instructor distributes to the children sheets of paper and asks them to imagine and draw a person
who could become a victim of human trafficking. What specific features could that person have? Could it be the
person’s behaviour or appearance, etc.? The children may add their note next to the drawing explaining why they
have chosen to depict that particular type of person they believe could become a victim of human trafficking. When
the kids are through with the task, they are asked to show their drawings and to discuss the following points:
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What type of persons have they depicted? What is specific about them?



Why do they imagine that these particular persons are the potential victims of human
trafficking?



Would the kids be exposed to the threat of becoming a victim of human trafficking if they
had missed the features possessed by the persons they have depicted in their drawings?
Why? Would they become the potential victims of human trafficking if they had these
features?

The instructor should stress that each of us must be careful because anyone can fall into the trap of
human trafficking.
Later the instructor splits the children into small groups and distributes to each group pens and a
sheet of paper with the task “Why a victim?” (Supplement 1. Why a victim?). The children within each group shall
discuss the reasons of human trafficking referred to in the respective statements (e.g., the statement “There is
nothing to do in Lithuania, you won’t achieve anything here” refers to such reasons as employment (recreation)
(lack of employment), wrong attitudes, etc.).
After the discussions within the groups are finalized, the instructor hangs on the wall a large sheet of
paper ( Supplement 2. Why a victim? (The instructor’s sheet) containing the same statements and the respective
reasons noted next to these statements. Then the statements are read out one by one and the groups are asked to tell
whether they have specified the same reasons. If the reasons differ, ask the groups to specify them. The reasons
identified by different groups may be written down on a large sheet of paper next to the ones shared by all groups.
While conducting the discussion, the instructor asks the children to convey their opinion on whether
the risk of becoming a victim of human trafficking depends on the person’s age, gender, educational background or
social position. Why? It is important to emphasize that anyone may become a victim of human trafficking, for
instance, anyone may become kidnapped on the street and sold for organs or agricultural labour – even a person
who is smart, educated or rich. Therefore, everyone should know about human trafficking, about how to get
protected against it and about where to seek help.
The instructor invites the children to summarize the whole subject covered during the session and
once again write down the whole list of reasons why people may become victims of human trafficking. So that it
would be easier for the children to work on this task, they may be split into small groups with 4-5 kids in each
group. Then the instructor shall hand out to each group a sheet of paper with the task “The reasons why you may
become a victim of human trafficking” (Supplement 3. Reasons why you may become a victim of human
trafficking). Having completed the task, the children are asked to present the result they have come up with. In
summarizing the results, the instructor shall stress that anyone may become a victim of human trafficking and the
reasons why people may get entrapped are numerous. Therefore, we must be able to protect ourselves and our
friends and be armed with the necessary knowledge about human trafficking.
3. A journey to the past, the current reality and the future
After the discussion, the instructor invites the children to join a journey which offers much more fun
 the journey to the past, the current reality and the future where pleasant reminiscences or dreams are awaiting us.
The participants form two rings – internal and external and the instructor regulates the movement of
these rings.
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First, the instructor asks the kids from the external ring to take the friends standing in front of them
by the hands and tell them about what kind of trips they would like to have in the future, where they would like to
go, what adventures they wish to encounter and what feelings and experiences they would like to bring back?
After a couple of minutes, the instructor asks the children to say good-by to their friends. The kids
standing in the external ring are asked to make a step to the right. And again the children take their new friends
standing in front of them by the hands and the children from the internal ring are asked to imagine that they have a
time-machine which may take them back to the past. What type of journey could it be? Which pleasant period of
their past life would they wish to revive again? Why?
After a couple of minutes, the instructor asks the children to say good-by to their friends and again
tells the kids standing in the external ring to make a step to the right. The children from the external ring speak
about the current reality – whether any pleasant trips are awaiting them in the nearest time or whether the kids have
just recently been travelling. If not, they can share their experience about any other pleasant events.
The instructor may ask the children to make 6-7 passages.

Session 2. “The role of a victim: the victim’s feelings and experiences”
Purpose: help the children to understand the feelings, experiences and fears of persons who have
become victims of human trafficking.
Tools: the

book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the

discussion on the above-mentioned subject shall be the sections “Who am I…?”, “Why a victim?”), sheets with the
task “Feelings of human trafficking victims” (Supplement 4. Feelings experienced by victims of human trafficking)
(one sheet for each participant), sheets with the task “Methods of assistance” (Supplement 5. Methods of
assistance) (one sheet for each participant), sheets of white paper, writing and drawing utensils, photos
(Supplement 6. Safe and unsafe environment).

Session plan:
1. Welcome environment
The instructor asks the children to have a look around and pick out one item they find most attractive
and well-disposing. The child may take this item and bring it to the ring. The following variant of the game is also
possible – find in the building or room where the session takes place a cosy and feel-good spot and sit down or
stand up next to it. Then discuss with the children the following points:


Why have they chosen that particular item/spot? What feelings does this item/spot elicit in
them?



Why is it nice to have around us the items or people we like? Does it always happen that
we communicate only with persons we find pleasant or stay in places which elicit only
positive feelings in us? Why?

2. Feelings
a) The instructor reads out together with the children the sections “Who am I….?” and “Why a
victim?” from the book “Trips turned into a nightmare”. Then they talk about the following:
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o

What feelings are reflected in the girls’ outgivings?

o

What are they going through?

o

What is the most painful experience for the girls?

o

Why?

The instructor summarizes the ideas shared by the children and stresses that human trafficking is one
of the most cruel forms of violence leaving deep psychological wounds in victims.
b) Then the instructor hands out to each child a sheet of paper with the task “Feelings of human
trafficking victims” (Supplement 4. Feelings experienced by human trafficking) and asks the children to mark those
feelings which they think may be experienced by the girls from the book “Trips turned into a nightmare”. It is
advisable that the instructor first should talk with the children about the concepts listed on the sheet and make sure
that each child comprehends the main idea and the meaning of these concepts, for example, when we speak of
singleness we mean that a person feels good being on his/her own and isolated from other people, but when we
speak of loneliness we have in mind the feeling of desolation and the state of being unwanted. One may even feel
lonely while being among other people, therefore, when we say being single (alone) or lonely we refer to different
emotional states and feelings.
Then the kids are given 5 – 10 minutes to think for a while and mark the feelings which they believe
best reflect the emotional state experienced by victims of human trafficking. Afterwards the instructor asks the
volunteers to read out the feelings they have marked and discuss together with other children the following points:
o

Was it difficult to make the selection of feelings?

o

Why have they selected these particular feelings?

o

How could these feelings be defined – are they positive, negative, painful or sweet?

o

What other feelings could be added to the list?

o

How could we help the person going through such emotions?

o

Who could provide help in such situations?

c) After the discussion, the instructor hands out to the children the sheets with the task “Assistance
methods” (Supplement 5. Methods of assistance) and asks them to think for a while and put down on the sheet of
paper how the aspects listed above could help girls who have gone through similar experience as described in the
book “Trips turned into a nightmare”? What assistance methods could be discovered in art, family, society, etc.?
The instructor asks the volunteers to read out what they have put down while working on the task.
Then the instructor shall talk with the children about the following moments:
o

Was the task of formulating the methods of assistance difficult? Why?

o

Are there many possibilities to overcome fear and negative emotions and return to
normal life?

o

What else can help to overcome the negative emotions? What helps the children
themselves to overcome the feelings of misery, loneliness, etc.?

d) Finally, the instructor goes together with the children through the photos (Supplement 6. Safe and
unsafe environment) and they discuss the following aspects:
o

What emotions does the photo elicit?
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o

Where could the girls from the book “Trips turned into a nightmare” feel safe? Where
would they feel unsafe?

o

What would make them feel safe or unsafe?

o

Would children/young people/adults feel safe in the environment depicted in the photo?
Why?

o

Where are people exposed to the highest threat of becoming the victims of human
trafficking or violence? Why? How to avoid it?

After the discussion, the instructor splits the children into smaller groups and asks each group to
select 2 sheets with photos, paste a photo on a big sheet of paper, write down the threats that may arise in the
environment depicted in that photo and put down the ways/behaviour which they believe would help to avoid these
threats.
3. The mask
The instructor talks with the children about feelings:


Is it always easy to show what you really feel? Why? Why do people sometimes fear to
show their true feelings?



Do the children think it was easy for the girls to tell their stories? Was it easy for them to
confess about what had happened to them? Why?



What are the feelings the children find less embarrassing to talk about? Why?

The instructor suggests that the children should think of similar situations experienced by them in
real life when they were hiding their real feelings. Then the kids are asked to make paper masks and write down on
the internal side of the mask the real emotions they were going through in the situation they recall and on the
external side – the feelings they showed to others. When the children are through with their task, they are asked to
sit down forming a ring. The instructor proposes the volunteers to put on the masks and tell about their own
situation and speak about the feelings they showed to others and the true feelings they had inside. Then the
instructor shall ask the kids to discuss the following:


Why didn’t they want to show what they really felt?



Is it easy to hide your feelings?



Would they feel better if they had somebody they could talk to and reveal their true
feelings? Is there any person they can trust and share their feelings with when they feel
miserable or when something bad or mean happens to them?

The instructor must stress that it is never good to hide painful experiences or bad happenings even
when someone tries to intimidate or threaten you. Children should speak about how they really feel or what has
happened to them with someone they can trust – this person may be your mother, father, aunt, grandparent, social
pedagogue, teacher, tutor, medical doctor or any other person. There will always be a person ready to listen to you
and give you a helping hand.

Session 3. The mechanisms on involving people in human trafficking.
“Traffickers – who are they?”
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Purpose: train the children to recognize persons posing threat and teach the children to say “no”.
Tools: the book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the
discussion on the above-mentioned subject shall be the sections “How did I fall into their trap“, “The worst
moments”), sheets with the task “Portraits“ (Supplement 7. Portraits) (one copy of each portrait for each group),
writing and drawing utensils, white paper sheets, sheets with the task “No!“ (Supplement 8. No!) (two situations for
each pair of kids), sheets with the task “Trust“ (Supplement 9. Trust) (one sheet for each child).

Session plan:
1. How does information flow?
The instructor draws a detailed picture (it may be drawn or clipped out from a magazine, newspaper,
etc. before the session; the picture shall be neither overcrowded with minute details, because it would be too
difficult to describe or draw it, nor too simple or containing very little details). The participants of the session are
not allowed to see the picture. The instructor asks one child to come up and tells him/her confidentially about what
is depicted in the picture. Then this child communicates the same in a confidential manner to another child, that
child to the next and so on. The last participant has to draw the image described. Then the pictures produced by the
instructor and the last participant are compared.
Afterwards the instructor asks:


Are the two pictures very different? Why?



Was it difficult to describe precisely what the other person had communicated? Why?



How does it happen in real life – does information flow in a similar way? Or does it usually
happen that until information reaches us it has already undergone certain modifications or
has become inaccurate? Why?



Should the children always pin their faith on what they hear, what is being proposed to them
or what they are being told? Why?



Should the children trust all people and their offers? Why?

The instructor invites the children to talk about trust and about people who look to us trustworthy or
whom we would be reluctant to trust.
2. Traffickers – who are they?
a) The instructor asks the children to remember the discussion they had during the previous sessions
about who and why might become a victim of trafficking in persons. Today, they will have a discussion about
people who get others involved in human trafficking. Who are these people? How do they look like? Do they look
fearsome, suspicious or easily recognizable?
The instructor divides the children into groups with 3 – 4 kids in each group and hands out to each
group a blank sheet of paper as well as writing and drawing utensils. Next to each group the instructor puts two
portraits (Supplement 7. Portraits) turned with their face down so that the group participants could not see who is
depicted there. On the back side of one portrait the instructor inscribes the words “the offender’s portrait” and on
the other portrait – „the portrait of the traveller and narrator”. The instructor tells the groups that each of them has
met two persons – a traveller narrator and an offender. The group members are asked to discuss among themselves
and describe the appearance of those two persons pointing out their specific features or draw the portraits of those
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persons. When the groups are through with this task, they make a brief presentation of their work. Only then the
instructor allows the children to turn the portraits with their face up and asks them to compare how much they
resemble those drawn by the groups. Then the instructor discusses with the participants the following:


Why have they depicted the offender and the traveller exactly that way?



How much do the works drawn by the groups differ from the original portraits?



How can children explain the existence of these differences?



Which of the persons depicted by them would they fear more? Why? Which of the persons
depicted would they fear more if they had not read the descriptions on the portraits? Why?



Have the words written about the persons from the portraits influenced your opinion about
these persons? Which of them should be feared more?

b) Then the instructor and the children read two sections from the book “Trips turned into a
nightmare” (“How did I fall into their trap“, “The worst moments”) and discuss the following points:


What kind of persons have betrayed the girls and have plunged them into the trap of human
trafficking?



Did the girls have any reason to doubt those persons?



How do things go in real life? Is it always easy to recognize the person who wants to do us
wrong? Why?

The instructor summarizes the discussion and notes that anyone can appear to be the trafficker – both
a woman or a man, any person you have just met, a friend of yours or even a member of your family. How to
recognize the trafficker? The instructor discusses with the children that one should never be very credulous and
trust every stranger – go together with that person to any place he/she asks you to go; let that person treat you to
drinks, in particular, when you do not see what exactly is being poured; leave your drinks unattended at parties,
discotheques or in clubs, etc.; agree to go with the person abroad, especially when the person is a stranger to you or
the person is asking you to give over to him/her your passport or meet him/her in desolate places, etc.. One should
be careful about the proposals of close people, too, for instance, when they offer you to go abroad for work but do
not specify the exact address or other particulars or when they are asking you to give over to them your passport
saying that they need it for the purpose of handling necessary documentary formalities. Anyone can become the
victim and anyone can appear to be the trafficker. It is important that you should have the guts to say “no” and
resist accepting a suspicious offer.
b) The instructor asks each child to find a counterpart (e.g., child may choose a friend with whom
he/she has communicated the least today). When the kids already have their counterparts, the instructor distributes
to the children the sheets with situations when it is necessary to say “no!” (Supplement 8. No!). The children
distribute among themselves the roles – who will be the persuader and who will have to say “no“. Then the kids
read out together one situation and try to reproduce it acting in pair. After 7 – 10 minutes, the instructor asks the
children to swap the roles, read out the second situation and perform it. Then the instructor asks the children to
come together again and discuss the following:


Was it difficult to say “no“? Was it difficult to be persuading? Why? What did it depend on?



Is it difficult to say “no” to a person you like or who is close to you? Is it more difficult than
saying “no” to a stranger? Why?
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Whom would you say “no” more easily? What kind of person could it be and what
features/appearance could he/she have?

Then the instructor invites the volunteers (a pair) who were good at saying “no” to enact one of the
situations and show other children how to resist the persuader. If the instructor finds that the children feel a bit
bashful, he/she may take over the role of the one who says “no” and show how to protect yourself.
c) The instructor invites the children to talk about trust. The instructor distributes to the children the
sheets of paper with the task “Trust” (Supplement 9. Trust), tells them to think for a couple of minutes and fill in
each section of the sheet. After the task has been completed, the instructor shall ask the volunteers to read out the
ideas their have written down. Then they move over to the following discussion:


What does trust mean to them?



Are they apt to trust others?



What does it take for them to start trusting a person?



Should we always trust our nearest relatives, good friends or people we know who look very
kind, nice, etc.? Why?



What kind of persons would the children be reluctant to trust? Why?

The instructor summarizes the discussion and stresses that one should always be careful in taking the
other person’s behaviour, never forget about potential dangers and should not trust every stranger.

3. Sitting down and standing up in pairs
After the discussion, the instructor invites the children to play a game of trust which is supposed to
make everyone feel more confident and safer. The kids are asked to group in pairs, stand up leaning on each other’s
back and join the hands with the partner behind the back. After the first signal given by the instructor they have to
sit down together without losing their balance and after the second signal  to stand up. The pair which appears to
be most quick in sitting down and standing up becomes the winner of the game. The instructor tells the children
that it is important to feel the partner and be careful that he/she should not fall down.
The game may have another variant – the players may sit down in pairs face-to face leaning against
each other’s feet and holding on a steady stick.

Session 4. “How to avoid dangers while going abroad for work?”
Purpose: teach the children to recognize and avoid the traps of human trafficking while searching
for job abroad.
Tools: the book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the
discussion on the above-mentioned subject shall be the section “What made me leave….”), sheets with the task
“Suspicious and appropriate job offers” (Supplement 10. Suspicious and appropriate job offers) (one sheet for each
participant), blank sheets of white paper, writing utensils, large sheets of paper (one sheet for each group), a couple
of chairs and kerchiefs.

Session plan:
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1. Notices
The instructor hands out to the children paper sheets and asks each of them to write down a brief
notice “Want to get acquainted”. Each participant has to introduce himself/herself, say a few words about his/her
hobbies and describe the appearance. If the kids within the group know each other well, the instructor may ask
them to write down a notice where the kids should describe their secret hobbies, features, dreams, etc. of which
nobody yet knows, so that the task of recognizing the child would be more difficult.
After the children have competed the task, the instructor collects all notices, shuffles them and
distributes them at random to the children, one notice for each participant. The task for the kids is to find out whose
notice they have received. For this purpose, the children approach each other and keep asking questions, for
instance, “Do you dream of setting out on a trip around the world?” (if this statement is contained in the notice),
etc. It is not allowed to ask such questions as “Is that your notice?”, “Are you the author of this notice?”, etc.
After the game, the instructor asks the children whether the task of identifying the author of the
notice was difficult? Why? Then the instructor invites the children to discuss a variety of other notices they can
come across in daily newspapers, on websites, etc.
2. Job offers
a) The instructor talks with the children about a wish to earn money and about various job offers:


Is it great when you can earn money yourself? Is it easy? Are there any easy ways of earning
money and are these ways good?



What do the children think about work abroad? Can there be offers to go abroad for work?

The instructor hands out to the children the sheets with the task “Suspicious and appropriate job
offers” (Supplement 10. Suspicious and appropriate job offers). The kids are given 5 – 10 minutes to group the job
offers into appropriate and suspicious and to specify those offers which the children would find attractive and
would likely accept. When the kids are through with this, the instructor asks them to share their opinion (depending
on he number of participants, the instructor may ask each participant to have a word or there can be conducted
individual discussions within smaller groups):


Which offer seems to be most attractive? Do all agree with that opinion?



Which offer would the children reject at once? Do all agree with that opinion?



What exactly makes the offers rejected sound suspicious? Why?

The instructor summarizes the children’s thoughts by saying that there may be some offers which
look attractive, imply special attractions, easy money, etc., but one should be very careful about not falling into the
trap of deceitful promises. First, you need to think what exactly this notice offers? Is there anything suspicious
about it? What is it that makes the offer sound suspicious? You must tell about the notice to some other person
whom you trust and seek his/her opinion and advise. Furthermore, there are certain rules the ones who go abroad
for work should observe and the instructor now wants to discuss them with the children.
b) The instructor splits the children into small groups (3 – 4 kids in each group) and encourages them
to discuss the following issues:


What should be done and should not be done when going abroad for work?



What things should be kept in mind?



How to protect yourself against falling into distressful situations?
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The discussion is structured with a view to two stages undergone by each job seeker:


Preparation (be careful when you select the job and the country, scrutinize the notice, check
the employer and workplace records, sign the employment contract, etc.)



Departure (do not forget to consult on the laws existing in the country you plan to go to and
on the situation with work permits; notify your family, relatives and close friends of your
intention to go abroad, leave them your contacts and call home upon arrival; keep your
passport with you and do not give it over to anyone, etc.).

Each group is given a large sheet of paper to be used for writing down the ideas the group will come
up with. When the groups are finished with this task, they are asked to present what they have written down. The
completed sheets of paper may be hanged on the wall so that everyone could see what is written there and better
memorize the tips.
c) The instructor reads out together with the children from the book “Trips turned out into a
nightmare” the section with the following heading : “What made me leave…”. The instructor asks the children:
o

Which girl’s story touched you most? Why?

o

What could the children tell and recommend her?

Then the session participants once again go through the girls’ stories narrated in the book (they may
discuss all the stories one by one or, if they are short of time, select the ones which they liked most) and are asked
to answer the following questions:
- Why did the girls leave? What were the reasons?
- What did they have to do before leaving, how could they avoid the distressful situations they
had fallen into? Why did they fail to take the necessary precautions?
- What piece of advice would the children give to each of the girls?
3. Looking for a chair
When the discussion is over, the instructor tells the children that it is much easier to ward off and
protect yourself while you are still in your own country and when you have collected all necessary information on
the job offered. And it is much more difficult to protect yourself when you are in a foreign country, especially
where you are all alone, without any friends or acquaintances, have poor knowledge of the local culture, have no
command of the language, etc. Then the instructor invites the children to play and sense that difference.
The instructor takes 3 chairs and places them in different spots of the room so that there should be
certain distance between them. Three kids have their eyes blinded by a kerchief tied around the head and are seated
on the chairs. Then the moderator of the game (it could be either the instructor or any child) gives a signal,
whereupon the three kids have to stand up and follow further instructions, e.g. “Two steps forward, four steps to the
left”, etc., and tries to make the kids move away from their chairs the longest possible distance. After several
commands that have led the blindfold kids away, the kids are asked to find their respective chairs and resume their
original position. The one who does it the first is announced the winner. Other kids may be also invited to try the
game.
After the game, the instructor asks the children whether it is more difficult to find your chair when
you cannot see the chair and the way you have to follow. Why? Then the instructor concludes that when one goes
abroad following blindfold the challenging offers, it feels the same.
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Session 5. “Where to apply for help?”
Purpose: advise the children on where to apply for help and develop in them the attitude that it
is better to seek help then just suffer alone.
Tools: the book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the
discussion on the above-mentioned subject shall be the section “Tips”), a sheet with the tips for those seeking job
abroad prepared by the instructor (Supplement 11. Tips for those going abroad) (one sheet for each participant), a
strong rope, a list of organizations which can extend help in case you have become a victim of human trafficking
(Supplement 12. Useful addresses) (one copy for each child), sheets containing a drawn image of a hand
(Supplement 13. A helping hand) (one copy for each child), a large sheet of paper/a writing board, writing and
drawing utensils.
Session plan:
1. Ball of thread
The instructor takes a ball of thread and asks the participants to sit down forming a ring. The
instructor throws the ball at one of the children telling a few words about any of his/her current problems (e.g.,
some failures or things which make the instructor feel depressed, etc.). Another child does the same while holding
one end of the thread in his own hand and passing the other one to the next child and so on until it reaches the last
participant and closes the ring. While the thread is being clewed in the reverse order, each participant gives the
neighbour advice on how his/her problem could be solved or situation improved or just says something good, offers
help, support, friendship, etc.
After the game is over, the instructor asks the children about how they felt when they heard kind
words addressed to them? What kind of feelings did they experience at that moment? Is it easier to cope with any
failure when you know that there is somebody ready to give you a helping hand and support? Is it easier to make
decisions on your own or when you have somebody who can give you advice and assistance ?
2. Who can help me?
a) After the game and the subsequent discussion, the instructor asks the children to recall the things
they were talking about during the previous sessions – what is trafficking in persons? What are the forms of human
trafficking? Who can be traffickers? What emotions do the victims of human trafficking go through? How to make
a proper selection of job vacancy notices and job offers? The children’s ideas may be listed on the large sheet of
paper/the writing board so that everyone could see them and memorize the acquired knowledge better.
b) After the discussion, the instructor reads out together with the children the tips presented in the
book “Trips turned into a nightmare” (the appropriate source of reference for the discussion on the abovementioned subject shall be the section “Tips”) and hands out to the children the sheets with the tips for those going
abroad (Supplement 10. Tips for those going abroad). The participants go through those tips and discuss the
following:


What do the children think about the tips? Is it necessary to take them into account? Why?



Do the children feel safer now? Would they know what to do if someone had offered them a
job abroad or if they had been enticed with similar proposals? What would the children do?
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What would the children do if they knew that their friend had planned to go on a trip abroad
and there were reasons to suspect that this trip might be dangerous?

The instructor stresses that one should not forget to make use of those tips; furthermore, this useful
information should be also passed to you friend, family member or any other person who plans to go abroad for
work. Protect yourself from the potential threat of human trafficking and do not turn a blind eye on others who
might fall into this trap.
e) Unfortunately, not everyone is able to protect himself/herself from human trafficking. The
instructor reads out together with the children the section “That is the way I am today” from the book “Trips turned
into a nightmare” and they discuss the following moments:


Do these girls need help?



Why do the children think so?



Are the kids aware of any organizations to which those who need help may apply? What are
these organizations?

3. Spider’s web
The instructor invites the children to play a game. The participants are asked to form a ring with one
child standing outside and not taking part in the game for a while. The instructor takes a rope and names an
organization or institution which may help people who find themselves in trouble (of any kind). Upon specifying
the organization, the instructor passes one end of the rope over to one child and asks him/her to name another
organization or institution of the similar kind. While doing this, the instructor shall keep a firm grip on the other
end of the rope. Having named the organization, the child passes one end of the rope still keeping hold of it over to
another kid, who is also asked to name the organization and so on until the rope appears in the last participant’s
hands and the ring is closed. Then the instructor asks the child left outside the ring to lie down on the web that has
been netted in the result of passing the rope from one child to another and tells the rest of the children to keep a fast
hold of the rope. When there are a lot of children, the web will be dense and firm enough to keep the child who will
lie down on it. Then the instructor asks the following questions:


Was it easy to keep hold of the friend? Why?



Would it be more difficult or easier if you had to keep hold of the friend alone? Why?

Then the instructor explains that when you get in trouble, you should avoid concealing it, since
when you are alone – like in the game  you will not be able to help yourself. There are many organizations, too,
which may extend help in case you fall into the trap of human trafficking. The instructor hands out to each child the
list of such organizations. The instructor may go through the organizations one by one, give a brief description of
the activities performed by each of them and explain what type of help they may extend. The police and embassies
available in every country should not be omitted, either.
f) The instructor shall finalize the session by handing out the sheets of paper containing a drawn
image of the hand (Supplement 12. A helping hand) (the instructor may also ask the children to delineate their own
palm). Then the children are asked to write down on each finger the names of persons whom they can always
approach and ask for help. Finally, the volunteers are invited to read out the names they have written down.
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“TRIPS TURNED INTO A
NIGHTMARE”
SUPPLEMENTS
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Supplement 1. Why a victim?

No.

Statement

1. There is nothing to do in Lithuania, you won’t achieve anything here.
2. As soon as I graduate from the school, I will leave Lithuania immediately because
there is nothing good about this country. My friends have left and are happy.
3. I won’t be a labourer.
4. My parents won’t give me money and I need it badly.
5. Guys shall always have some twists at their party who are only good for having fun
but may not be viewed as potential partners for serious relations.
6. I have come across in newspapers that goldmines are waiting for those who go
abroad.
7. Prostitutes are the best experts of sexual life.
8. The woman’s mission is to take care of the household and the family and to attend
the man.
9. My parents beat me, so I will disappear from their life.
10. I sell my body because I have no other skills and it is the easiest way to earn
income.
11. I was demanded to give away my passport.
12. I placed my photo on the Internet and was noticed and invited by filmmakers.
13. First they invited me to a café, bought me presents and then demanded to repay the
debt.
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Supplement 2. Why a victim? (The instructor’s sheet)

No.

Statement

1. There is nothing to do in Lithuania, you won’t achieve
anything here.

2. As soon as I graduate from the school, I will leave
Lithuania immediately because there is nothing good

Reasons
Employment (recreation). Wrong
attitudes.
Wrong attitudes. Influence of
contemporaries.

about this country. My friends have left and are happy.

3. I won’t be a labourer.

Wrong attitudes. Wish to earn quick
money.

4. My parents won’t give me money and I need it badly.

Income.

5. Guys shall always have some twists at their party who are

Influence of contemporaries and the

only good for having fun but may not be viewed as

surrounding environment. Gender

potential partners for serious relations.

inequality. Discrimination.

6. I have come across in newspapers that goldmines are

Influence of mass media.

waiting for those who go abroad.

7. Prostitutes are the best experts of sexual life.

Sexual knowledge. Wrong attitudes.
Influence of mass media.
Stereotypes.

8. The woman’s mission is to take care of the household and
the family and to attend the man.

Unequal position of woman within
the society. Negative attitude.
Stereotypes. Gender inequality.
Discrimination.

9. My parents beat me, so I will disappear from their life.

Conflicts and adverse situation
within the family.

10. I sell my body because I have no other skills and it is the
easiest way to earn income.

11. I was demanded to give away my passport.

Lack of independence and selfconfidence.
Lack of legal knowledge. Naivety,
gullibility.

12. I placed my photo on the Internet and was noticed and
invited by filmmakers.

13. First they invited me to a café, bought me presents and
then demanded to repay the debt.

Lack of self-confidence, naivety,
gullibility.
Naivety, gullibility, ignorance of
her/his rights.
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Supplement 3. Reasons why you may become a victim of human trafficking

Economic reasons

Psychological reasons

Social, cultural reasons

Situations that may be referred to as “situations
without any reason”

Personal reasons (depending on the

Other reasons

individual’s personality and character)
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Supplement 4. Feelings experienced by victims of human trafficking

Panic

Anxiety

Thrill

Curiosity

Frustration

Astonishment

Anger

Oppression

Loneliness

Irritation

Pain

Guilt

Despair

Hatred

Joy

Strain

Melancholy

Loneliness

Satisfaction

Peace

Fear

Emptiness

Shame

Feeling of dependence

Fright

Feeling of safety

Pleasure

Feeling of distrust

Depression

Loneliness
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Supplement 5. Methods of assistance

Please specify how the aspect listed below could help the girls who have gone through similar
experience as described in the book “Trips turned into a nightmare”.

o Friends.___________________________________________________________________________
__
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
o Travelling._________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
_______
o Creation.__________________________________________________________________________
____
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
o Love._____________________________________________________________________________
__
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
o Studies.__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
o Family.
______________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
o Society.__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____
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Supplement 6. Safe and unsafe environment

28

29

30

31

32

33
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Supplement 7. Portraits

Vanessa
She has several convictions for cooperation
with traffickers. The girl is good-looking,
communicable, can easily establish contact and
understanding with young people and manages
to gain their trust. Nobody expects that this
beautiful girl with delicate constitution may do
them wrong.
Generally, Vanessa gets acquainted with girls
and guys at parties where she has the
possibility to add some drugs to their drinks or
invite them to come to her place where
traffickers are already waiting for them.
Moreover, Vannessa has several convictions
for the grievious bodily harm done to the girls
sold to traffickers and for the distribution of
drugs and counterfeit documents.
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William
William is a person of restless spirit – he
cannot settle down and stay in one place for a
long time. He is fond of travelling and meeting
new people, since he is a kind and
communicable person, always ready to help
others. He likes singing and telling stories,
especially about his adventures he has
experienced while travelling. Sometimes he
repels others by his scary wide smile, but when
he starts speaking, nobody can resist him – his
stories are extremely colourful and interesting.
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Supplement 8. No!

Ralph’s friend Carl suggests that they should visit a rich acquaintance of his who volunteers his help in
covering the costs of the guys’ trip and offers to accommodate them in a luxury hotel. Ralph is quite
surprised at such a proposal and thinks it is queer, but Carl only ridicules him and says that only a fool
would miss such a perfect opportunity. Carl claims that the person they are invited to visit only needs
good company and that he is rich enough not to bother about how much the trip may cost. A lot of fun is
waiting for them and the only thing the guys have to do is just give away their passports so that their
sponsor could handle all the necessary documentary formalities. How to say “no”?

A close friend of Wendy suggests that they should go abroad to take training in contemporary dances in a
prestige club since it has been their dream for a long time and they have often talked about it.
Furthermore, they will not have to pay anything, because an acquaintance of Wendy’s friend has noticed
their talents and believes the girls can achieve a lot and he is ready to invest in them and make them the
best dancers in the world. This is the greatest ambition Wendy has been cherishing for so long! How to
say ‘no”?

Cindy has been exchanging emails with a young boy for a couple of moths already and she believes he is
the greatest person in the world – he makes an impression of a nice-mannered, sweet, attentive, goodhearted and sympathetic man. The only problem is that she saw him only on the photo. However, Cindy’s
friend has recently mentioned that he must go abroad on business and stay there for a prolonged time. He
grumbles about the difficult time he will have there alone without Cindy and offers her to join him
promising to cover all the necessary costs and handle all the necessary documentary formalities. How to
say “no”?
It is already three months that Viltė has been dating a new boy-friend who buys her expensive presents
and is very attentive, courteous and nice. Viltė is astonished that the guy can afford buying her anything
she desires. In response, her boy-friend only laughs and says that it is very easy to earn money and lead a
good and rich life if you are smart enough and know how to do it. He invites Viltė to join him and go
together with him abroad for work. Furthermore, he promises to handle all the necessary documentary
formalities for her through some good acquaintances of his who are very kind to offer the girl their home
where she will be able to settle upon arrival. The guy tries to convince Viltė that just in a month she will
earn as much money as he does. How to say ”no”?
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Supplement 9. Trust

Are you apt to put trust in others easily?

Why?
1.

YES
NO

2.

DO NOT KNOW
THAT DEPENDS

3.

4.

5.

What kind of persons would you never trust?

Persons you would never trust
1.

WHO ARE THESE PERSONS?
2.

3.

4.

5.

What does it take for you to start trusting a

Persons you would trust

person? How should the person behave and

1.

what features should the person have?
2.
WHO ARE THESE PERSONS?
3.

4.

5.
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Supplement 10. Suspicious and inappropriate job offers
Group the offers in the following way:
a. Suspicious offers you would verify
b. Offers you would accept at once
c. Offers you would reject at once
1. Your friend’s brother proposes you to go together with him to England and work there as a salesgirl. He says
you will be paid 7000 litas per month. Moreover, he even offers to handle all the necessary documentary
formalities for you, so the only thing he is asking you to do is just to give away your passport.
2. The guy is invited to try himself in a photo session because his appearance is very suitable for artistic photos.
Moreover, they need a new model as soon as possible and they are ready to pay for that urgency the respective
amount of money.
3. You come across a job offer notice in the newspaper, however, the potential employer requires prepayment
meant to cover the costs of documentary formalities.
4. The company offers you a nanny’s job and asks from you two photos, whereof one should contain your fulllength image. They say they need it because the customer wants to get to know you better and see how you
look prior to signing the employment contract with you.
5. You are offered a servant-maid’s job in Spain. You note that you don’t speak Spanish but they explain that it
is easy to learn it and they will help you. Furthermore, they mention that you will be able to communicate with
the hotel manager and other employees in Russian.
6. You are offered a job in England, in a café of a small resort town, where you will have to collect dirty dishes
and clean the tables. The employer specifies the following requirements:
a. Command of the English language;
b. Accurateness;
c. Dutifulness .
The employment agency helps to mediate and the employer fills in all the required documents. Your
responsibility is to pay for that and assume the costs of the trip. The employer says you will be paid at
minimum rates existing in England but it is normal practice for waiters to share their tips with their assistants.
The employer also offers the possibility of settling in the vicinity of the café.
7. You are offered a job in England, in a café of a small resort town, where, most probably, you will have to
collect dirty dishes and clean the tables. The employer specifies the following requirements:
a. Energy;
b. Representative appearance;
c. Command of the English language not compulsory.
You need to write or call the employer yourself and agree upon the date of your arrival.
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Supplement 11. Tips for those going abroad

arimai, vykstantiems į užsienį.
Tips for those going abroad
Do you intend to work abroad?
Are you afraid of becoming a victim of fraud or exploitation?
Make use of herein provided information or call the following organizations for advice:
International Organization for Migration, Vilnius Office
(8-5) 262 48 97
Missing Persons’ Families Support Centre
8-800-26161 (free-toll number)
(8-5) 277 31 34

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE BEFORE LEAVING:
· Examine the offer to work abroad very closely. Many notices offering job vacancies are reliable but one can
also come across such ones which sound rather obscure. Learn to differentiate them. Even an offer received from
your friend or relative should be subjected to close scrutiny.
· Check whether the company offering you a job abroad operates legally. The list of companies licensed to
employ the Lithuanian citizens abroad is available at the following website address:

http://www.ldb.lt/LDB_Site/index.aspx/lt/darbas_uzsienyje/privacios_idarbinimo_tarnybos/sarasas/

· Request that the employment contract should be as detailed as possible.
· Call the embassy of the country where you intend to go in Lithuania and inquire about the requirements to
foreigners who want to get employed in that country. Find out how to obtain a permit to work and reside in that
particular country. Clarify as many specific points as possible.
· Notify your family and close friends of your intention to go abroad for work.
· Leave to your parents and friends the exact address where you plan to settle upon arrival and all the
particulars about your potential employer.
· Try to find the highest possible number of contact addresses in the country where you intend to go. Make
sure you have the contact information of the Lithuanian embassy in that particular country.
· Leave to your parents and friends a copy of your passport and your latest photo. It is advisable that you
should take a copy of your passport (preferably validated by a notary) with you which will come in useful in case
you lose your original passport or it is taken away from you.
· Insure yourself against accidents and sickness.
· Arrange with your parents and friends about when and how you will let them know how things go for you.
· Take with you some extra money – the amount which would be at least enough to cover the cost of return
ticket.
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· If you are not sure that your decision to work abroad is right, call the Missing Person’s Families Support
Centre (help line 8-800 26161) or Vilnius Office of the International Organization for Migration (telephone (85) 262 48 97) and get advice.
While being abroad:
· Never give away your passport to anyone unless you are requested to do that by the state officers. If
necessary, provide the particulars of your passport but keep the original document with you. Neither is your
passport required in the case of illegal employment.
· If you lose your passport in the result of theft, immediately report the case to the police or apply to the
Lithuanian embassy.
· If upon arrival you realize that the actual conditions differ from those agreed upon in the employment
contract, immediately contact the company or the person who has employed you. Request that the situation should
be remedied. If things stay the same, you are entitled to terminate the contract.
· While being abroad, avoid accepting any doubtful gifts or getting indebted.
· Do not forget to call your family and friends at the agreed time.
· Immediately notify your family of any changes to your whereabouts.
· Never hesitate to contact the Lithuanian embassy or the police if you need help.
If you have become a victim of human trafficking in Turkey, call 157. This is a free-toll telephone line
available round-the-clock 7 days a week. The qualified employees speaking Russian, English, Turkish and
Romanian are always ready to help you.
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Supplement 12. Useful addresses

No.
1.

Name
International
Organization for
Migration

Website
http://www.iom.lt/

www.darbaz.lt
Webpage of the
International
Organization for
Migration designed to
meet the needs of
young people

Contacts
Address:
Vilnius Office
Jakšto St. 12, LT-01105
Vilnius
Contacts:
Phone: 261 01 15, 262 48 97
Fax: 261 13 26
E-mail address:
iomvilnius@iom.elnet.lt

http://www.refocusbaltic.net/lt/index

2.

Webpage of the
International
Organization for
Migration (dedicated to
the issue on combating
human trafficking in
the Baltic States)
Webpage of the
Information Centre for
Migration

Office hours:
Monday through to Friday
08:30 a.m.– 5:00 p.m.

http://infocentras.iom.lt/

Free-toll help line 8-800-25252
Help line for those calling from
abroad:
+370 5 2121600
Consultancies via Internet:
info@iom.lt
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3.

Missing Persons’
Families Support
Centre

www.missing.lt

Address:
P. Žadeikos St. 3-21
Vilnius LT-06319
Lithuania
Contacts:
Phone/Fax: 8 (5) 248 33 73
Phone: 8 (5) 248 33 53
E-mail address:
centras@missing.lt
Free-toll help line:
8-800 2 61 61 (at working days
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Volunteer offices:
Kaunas: Vida Šimkūnaitė 8 636
17 900
Klaipėda: Svetlana Jadova 8 672
78 768
Panevėžys: Stasys Diponas 8 689
24 762
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4.

Caritas Lithuania

http://www.anti-trafficking.lt/
(the webpage is intended for the victims
of prostitution and human trafficking)

Project office
Aukštaičių St. 10, Kaunas, phone
(8 37) 323300,
e-mail address caritas@antitrafficking.lt
Social worker Jolita Juškevičienė,
cellular phone 8 678-19311
Panevėžys Episcopate:
Social worker Lina Ramunytė,
Topolių al. 12, Room 56,
Panevėžys, phone 8 634-79523,
e-mail address panevezys@antitrafficking.lt
Telšiai Episcopate:
Social worker Dovilė Kubiliūtė,
Taikos av. 29a, Klaipėda, phone 8
678-18791
(8 46) 315078. e-mail address
klaipeda@anti-trafficking.lt
Šiauliai Episcopate:
Social worker Marytė Puidokienė,
Varpo 9 (PE Šiauliai person’s
health care centre, Room 342, III
Floor III ), Šiauliai, phone 8 65374459,
e-mail address siauliai@antitrafficking.lt
Vilkaviškis Episcopate:
Social worker Giedrė Volff,
Vytauto 25, Marijampolė, phone
8 631-53173,
e-mail address
marijampole@anti-trafficking.lt

5.

6.

The webpage makes
part of the project titled
“Integration of human
trafficking victims and
their reintegration into
the working society”
supported by the
Initiative EQUAL and
the Republic of
Lithuania.
Information Centre for
Women

http://www.neparduodamas.lt/index.php

http://www.lygus.lt/ITC/
Information on trafficking in women and
forced prostitution:
http://www.lygus.lt/ITC/smurtas2.php?ti
pas=11

Address:
Olandu St. 19 - 2 LT- 01100
Vilnius, Lithuania
Contacts:
Phone: 2629 003
Fax: 2629 050
E-mail address: mic@lygus.lt
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7.

8.

PE “Vaiko namas“

ASSISTANCE OF
LAW
ENFORCEMENT
INSTITUTIONS

http://www.children.lt/

Address:
Žemaitės St. 21-203
LT-03118, Vilnius
Contacts:
Phone/Fax: 8-5 2338396
Cellular phone 8 604 00920
1. Lithuanian Criminal Police
Bureau, Board I of Crime
Investigation Service Chief
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Board, Trafficking in People Unit
Phone: (8 ~5) 271 9901, (8~5)
271 9936, (8~5) 271 7981
2. The Police Department under
the Ministry of the Interior,
confidential help line
Phone: 8 5 272 53 72
E-mail address: info@policija.lt
3. General help line
Phone: 112
9.

Kaunas County
Women Crisis Centre

http://www.kamkc.lt/

Address:
Juozapavičiaus per.77 (III floor),
Kaunas
Contacts:
Phone (8-37) 34 00 27,
fax (8-37) 20 45 91
e-mail: marija@kamkc.lt,
Branches of Kaunas County
Women Crisis Centre:
- Raseiniai Women Crisis
Centre
Phone (8-428) 70503
- Kėdainiai Women Crisis
Centre
Phone (8-683) 74050
- Prienai Women Crisis Centre
Phone (8-319) 60166
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Embassies of the Lithuanian Republic abroad
Ireland
90 Merrion Road,Ballsbridge, Dublin 4
Phone: 353 1 6688292
E-mail address: amb.ie@urm.lt

Austria: (including Slovenia, Slovakia,

Belgium: (including Luxemburg)
Rue Maurine Lietart 48, 1150 Bruxelles
Phone: (32 2) 772 27 50
E-mail address: amb.be@urm.lt

Denmark: (including Island)
Bernstorffsvej 214, DK – 2920 Charlottelund,
Copenhagen
Phone: (45 39) 636 207
E-mail address: amb.dk@urm.lt

Great Britain (including Ireland)
84 Gloucester Place, London WIH 3HN
Phone: 44 20 7486 6401, 44 20 7486 6402
E-mail address: amb.uk@urm.lt

Greece (including Bulgaria, Romania and
Albania)
49, Vasilissis Sofias, Ave, GR – 106 76 Athens
Phone: 301 72 94 356, 301 72 94 357
E-mail address: amb.gr@urm.lt

Spain
C. Fortuny 19, 28010 Madrid
Phone: (34 91) 310 20 75, (34 91) 319 89 35
E-mail address: amb.es@urm.lt

Italy: (including Malta and Switzerland)
Viale di Villa Grazioli 9, 00198 Rome
Phone: (39 06) 855 9052, (39 06) 854 0482
E-mail address: amb.it@urm.lt

Israel: (including Cyprus, the Republic of
South Africa, Ethiopia and Nigeria)
Top Tower 14( th ) flor, dizengoff 50, Suite

USA (including Mexico)
4590 MacArthur Blvd.,NW, Suite
200,Washington,DC 20007-4226

1404, tel Aviv 64332
Phone: (972 3) 528 8514
E-mail address: amb.il@urm.lt

Phone: (1 202 ) 234 58 60
E-mail address: amb.us@urm.lt

Norway
Gimle Terrasse 6, 0244 Oslo
Phone: (47) 225 581 50, (47) 225 514 71
E-mail address: amb.no@urm.lt

The Netherlands
Koninginnegrach 78, 2514 AH The Hague
Phone: (31 70) 385 54 18
E-mail address: amb.nl@urm.lt

Portugal
Av 5 de Outubro, 81-1 Esg. Apartado 14160,
1064-002 Lisboa Codex

France
14 Bd. Montmartre, 75009 Paris
Phone: 331 480 100 33, 331 452 319 23

Phone: 35 121 799 0110
E-mail address: amb.pt@urm.lt

E-mail address: amb.lituanie@magic.fr

Croatia and Liechtenstein)
Lowengasse 47/4 1030 Vienna
Phone: (43 1) 718 5467
E-mail address: amb.at@urm.lt
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Finland
Rauhankatu 13 A, 00170 Helsinki

Sweden
Strandvagen 53, 11523 Stockholm

Phone: 358 9 608 210
E-mail address: amb.fi@urm.lt

Phone: 468 667 54 55, 468 103 018
E-mail address: amb.se@urm.lt,
litemb@telia.com

Turkey
Mahatma Gandi Cad.. No. 17/8-9, 06700 G.O.P.
Ankara
Phone: 90 312 447 07 66
E-mail address: amb.tr@urm.lt

Hungary (including Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Serbia and Montenegro)
Dobsinai utca 4/A, 1124 Budapest
Phone: 36 1 224 79 10
E-mail address: litvania@litvania.hu

Germany
Charite str. 9, 10117 Berlin

The Ukraine
21 Buslivska str., 010901 Kyiv

Phone: 49 30 890 68 10
E-mail address: info@botschaft-litauen.de

Phone: 380 44 254 09 20
E-mail address: amb.ua@urm.lt

Police telephone numbers abroad
Ireland
Phone: 112, 999

Austria (including Slovenia, Slovakia, Croatia
and Liechtenstein)
Phone: 999 or 112

Belgium
Phone: 101

Czechia
Phone: 158

Denmark (including Island)
Phone: 112

Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Phone: 999

Greece (including Bulgaria, Romania and
Albania)
Phone: 100

Spain
Phone: 91

Italy
Phone: 112, 113

Israel (including Cyprus and the Republic of
South Africa)
Phone: 100

USA (including Mexico)
Phone: 911

Norway
Phone: 112

The Netherlands
Phone: 112

Portugal
Phone: 112

France
Phone: 17

Finland
Phone: 10022

Sweden
Phone: 112

Turkey
Phone: 155

Germany
Phone: 110
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Supplement 12. A helping hand
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